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A Guide to connect you to the
Gemstone Jewelry that will
most support you in this
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It's not always easy to decide, in a sea full of beautiful,
meaningful jewelry, which pieces to start with. That's where
intentionally choosing your Fierce Forward Jewelry comes
in!

I created this Guide to help you get crystal clear on which
stones will most support you in your journey so you can
choose your jewelry with ease and confidence.

I'm focusing on the top 5 gemstones that I create with and
that touch on so many important things in our worlds. I hope
you find the stones for you and have fun while you're at it!

CHOOSE 
WITH INTENTION



"WHEN YOU WEAR

JEWELRY THAT ALIGNS

WITH YOUR INTENTIONS,

YOU CAN'T HELP BUT STAY

FOCUSED FIERCELY ON

WHERE YOU'RE GOING

AND WHAT YOU'RE

CREATING IN YOUR LIFE."

A S H L E Y  J O H N S



CITRINE

A glowing manifestation stone that brings light and
positive energy to its wearer, reminding you to follow
your joy! Great for protecting your peace, setting
boundaries, attracting abundance & being positive.

This stone is for you if you're stepping into the highest
version of yourself that requires you to shine brighter.
You're working on bringing all your magic to the
forefront of your life and then beaming that light out
into the world like a lighthouse!

THE "LIGHT MAKER"

JEWELRY

CITRINE JOY NECKLACE

CITRINE BOUNDARY
SHIELD HOOPS



QUARTZ
This clear stone is for clarity, focus and
harnessing your power! Just like the
stone, it encourages you to be crystal
clear on what you want then use all
your magic to create it.

THE POWER
STONE

I love wearing my Power Hoops + Necklace when I need
the reminder that I'm powerful and to never hide myself
from the world. 

Rock your Power Hoops on a day you need to amp
your power all the way up! Never forget who you are. A
powerful, fierce goddess creating her greatest life.



ANGEL AURA
QUARTZ

JEWELRY

This beautiful rainbow stone is an
uplifter and light-bringer to its wearer
& everyone who sees it.

Aura Quartz enhances peace and
positivity, allowing us to connect with
our Spirit. Aka: our true essence.

This stone is a connector to your spirit
and the angels. Use it during 
meditation to listen in and feel the angel energy around you. I
wear this stone when I'm doing deeper inner work and
listening to my heart...when I'm looking for an answer. 

GOOD VIBES NECKLACE

SPIRIT NECKLACE

GOOD VIBES HOOPS



THE STONE
OF TRUTH

KYANITE

Kyanite is a beautiful blue Throat Chakra stone
helping to clear blockages so you can speak your
truth. 

This is the first gemstone I wore around my neck. It's
helped me remember to communicate how I feel and
to have the courage to always share and be my true
self. A great stone for anyone looking to do the same!

A mantra around this stone is: "I belong everywhere I
am" or "I speak my truth and live true." 

JEWELRY
SPEAK YOUR TRUTH NECKLACE

KYANITE TRUTH EARRINGS



Lorem ipsum dolor sit
amet, consectetur
adipiscing elit

AMETHYST

This gorgeous purple stone is a high
vibrational gemstone cleansing
negativity while enhancing positive
energy. 

A stone of courage and tapping into your highest self,
it's the perfect piece to have around you when working
to step into something scary or if you're leveling up
and pushing yourself out of your comfort zone.

JEWELRY
COURAGE BRACELET

LISTEN TO YOUR
HIGHEST SELF
EARRINGS



SHOP THE
JEWELRY

Now that you've learned about the stones, all you have
to do is decide how you want to rock them. In a pair of
earrings? A rad stack of bracelets? Or maybe a layer set
of necklaces. You decide!

Express yourself, live with intention and feel fierce
doing it.

© Fierce Forward Jewelry 
by Ashley Johns
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